In frequency-domain optical diffusion imaging, the magnitude and the phase of modulated light propagated through a highly scattering medium are used to reconstruct an image of the scattering and absorption coefficients in the medium. Although current reconstruction algorithms have been applied with some success, there are opportunities for improving both the accuracy of the reconstructions and the speed of convergence. In particular, conventional integral equation approaches such as the Born iterative method and the distorted Born iterative method can suffer from slow convergence, especially for large spatial variations in the constitutive parameters. We show that slow convergence of conventional algorithms is due to the linearized integral equations' not being the correct Fréchet derivative with respect to the absorption and scattering coefficients. The correct Fréchet derivative operator is derived here. However, the Fréchet derivative suffers from numerical instability because it involves gradients of both the Green's function and the optical flux near singularities, a result of the use of near-field imaging data. To ameliorate these effects we derive an approximation to the Fréchet derivative and implement it in an inversion algorithm. Simulation results show that this inversion algorithm outperforms conventional iterative methods.
INTRODUCTION
The propagation of light through an inhomogeneous highly scattering medium can be modeled by use of a particle description by the diffusion equation. 1 Using a set of data from time-domain or frequency-domain measurements, with multiple optical sources and detectors, it is possible, in principle, to reconstruct an image of the scattering and absorption parameters as a function of position; hence the term ''optical diffusion imaging.'' Diffusion imaging in highly scattering media such as tissue, as an alternative to x-ray tomography, presents significantly lower health risks and has successfully demonstrated its potential in biomedical applications. 2 Among the several imaging modalities for optical diffusion imaging, a frequency-resolved technique 3 has been extensively investigated in large part because of the convenient low-cost, narrow-band detection systems with concomitant low noise. 4 In this method, a single-frequency amplitudemodulated optical source is used, and the magnitude and the phase of the envelope of the optical signal are measured and used to reconstruct the unknown absorption and scattering parameters.
Diffusion imaging is a nonlinear, ill-posed inverse problem, requiring iterative solution approaches. 5 Conventional imaging problems, such as x-ray tomography and positron emission tomography, are ill posed but are usually linear. Efficient inversion algorithms for these problems are usually based on Fourier-transform or convolution backprojection techniques.
However, these techniques are not applicable to nonlinear inverse problems.
Consider a general form of the nonlinear inverse problem as
where F:X → Y is a nonlinear operator between Hilbert spaces (x X and y Y), x is the unknown, y is noiseless data, y ␦ is noisy data, and ʈ•ʈ denotes the L 2 norm. A common inversion approach for Eq. (1) is the Levenberg-Marquardt method or the distorted Born iterative method (DBIM). 3, 6, 7 Starting from an initial estimate x 0 , at each iteration the quantity
is minimized, where FЈ(x) is the Fréchet derivative of F(x). This leads to the iterative scheme
where the superscript H denotes the adjoint operation and ␣ is a control parameter that imposes a constraint on the L 2 norm of the update at each iteration. Note that the L 2 norm constraint for the update and the new quantity J ␣ (x) of Eq. (2) come not from a regularization in the Tikhonov sense 8 but from a trust region constraint for a nonlinear least-squares problem. 9, 10 We use that approach in this paper.
The optical diffusion imaging problem is more involved than many other nonlinear inverse problems, such as microwave imaging, 11, 12 because the unknown parameter x is a vector composed of the two independent spatially varying absorption and scattering coefficients. A number of inversion algorithms to address the simultaneous inversion of the coefficients have been proposed. In frequency-resolved diffusion imaging, the finite-element method has been used to derive a perturbation equation between the flux and the unknown parameters, and the resultant linear system has been solved by use of a trust region constraint. 3 Alternatively, the forward model partial differential equation (PDE) has been approximated and formulated as an integral equation, and the Born approximation has been used to derive a linear integral equation. 7 In the latter approach, the so-called equivalent wave number, which is a nonlinear function of absorption and scattering, is computed, and the unknown absorption and the scattering coefficients are recovered from the reconstructed equivalent wave number. These approaches use heuristic linearization rather than rigorous optimization to yield the gradient necessary for the iterative solution. This approach can lead to erroneous results 13 and slow convergence. Furthermore, in the finite-element method solution 3 the reconstructed image is the diffusion constant and the absorption coefficient but the diffusion constant is in turn a function of absorption. (One may view the absorption and the scattering parameters as the fundamental constitutive parameters, although it may also be useful to display images based on the diffusion coefficient and the absorption coefficient alone.) More recently, nonlinear optimization techniques were applied to the optical imaging problem. 14, 15 These techniques include application of the conjugate gradient algorithm with an adjoint differentiation technique to the time-domain problem 14 and adaptation of this method for more-complex geometries. 15 However, the Jacobian was derived by use of the partial derivative without rigorous proof of Fréchet differentiability and was used in a gradient-based nonlinear optimization technique (see Appendix B) .
In this paper we show that the forward operator F(•) for the optical tomography problem is Fréchet differentiable and derive FЈ(•) with respect to the spatially varying absorption and scattering coefficients. However, direct implementation of the Fréchet derivative leads to numerical instability because of the necessity to compute the gradients of both the Green's function and the flux. To overcome this drawback we describe an approximation of FЈ(•) and use it as the basis for a new reconstruction algorithm. Numerical results of using this new algorithm show that it outperforms current approaches to optical diffusion imaging.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND CONVENTIONAL INTEGRAL EQUATION APPROACH
Consider the single-frequency diffusion equation, assuming exp(Ϫjt) time variation, that describes the flux of the optical modulation envelope ϭ (r; a , s ):
where r denotes position; the domain of the medium, ⍀, is compact with a sufficiently smooth boundary ‫ץ‬ ⍀; the diffusion constant is D(r) ϭ ͕3͓ a (r) ϩ s (r)͔͖ Ϫ1 ; the parameters a ϭ a (r) and s ϭ s (r) denote the absorption and the reduced scattering coefficients, respectively; c is the speed of light in the medium; is the modulation angular frequency; and j ϭ ͱϪ1. The optical flux, (power per unit area), is generated by an excitation source s. In Eq. (4) the boundary condition ϭ 0 is imposed on an extrapolated boundary ‫ץ‬ ⍀ to approximate an absorbing boundary condition at the physical boundary ‫ץ‬ ⍀ d (see Fig. 1 ), where all light impinging upon the interface between the scattering material and free space is lost to free space (see Appendix A for a description of this boundary condition).
In previous approaches based on the Born approximation, 7,16 ٌ • (Dٌ) in Eq. (4) was approximated as Dٌ 2 by neglect of the ٌD • ٌ term. Because Eq. (4) holds for the unknown ( a , s ), the unknown flux can then be represented as Fig. 1 . Zero-input photon current or absorbing boundary condition for the diffusion equation, where all incident light from within the scattering boundary is lost to free space. Setting ϭ 0 on an extrapolated boundary at 0.7104(3D), where 3D is the mean free path, is equivalent to the zero-input current condition on the physical boundary ‫ץ‬⍀ d . z is distance perpendicular to the interface, and a z is the unit vector.
where the unknown equivalent wave number squared and modified source ŝ are defined as
We can then obtain the nonlinear integral equation
where 
The unknown ⌬ a and ⌬ s are determined from ⌬k 2 at each iteration by [from Eqs. (6)]
where Re(•) and Im(•) denote the real and the imaginary parts, respectively. Note that the difference between the Born iterative method and the DBIM is that the Green's function in Eq. (9) is updated in the latter but not in the former. Therefore, the DBIM can be considered a Levenberg-Marquardt method, whereas the Born iterative method is an approximation.
DERIVATION OF THE FRÉ CHET DERIVATIVE
The approach to the inverse problem by use of Eqs. (5) and (7) is not optimal for the following reasons: In the conventional Born iterative method or DBIM the assumption that ٌ • (Dٌ) ϭ Dٌ 2 does not hold in general for a spatially varying D. We have shown that using ٌD ϭ 0 in the forward calculation (as some investigators have done 7 ) can introduce significant errors in the representation of the physical problem and can lead to misleading results in simulations of image reconstruction. 13 In addition, the integral operator in Eq. (7) is the Fréchet derivative for the approximate PDE of Eq. (5) and is with respect to k 2 , which is a nonlinear function of the unknown constitutive parameters ( a , s ), the parameters that we require for reconstructing an image and relating the results to material characteristics. These drawbacks can be overcome if we directly derive the Fréchet derivative with respect to the absorption and scattering coefficients from the diffusion equation, Eq. (4), without converting it into the approximate PDE of Eq. (5).
Suppose that the position-dependent incremental changes in the absorption and scattering coefficients are defined by
(11) Then the total flux ϭ (r; a , s ) satisfies (12) where ( a b , s b ) are the known background absorption and scattering coefficients, respectively, and
where g(• ; a b , s b ) is now the Green's function for Eq. (4) with the known background parameters and ٌЈ is with respect to rЈ. If we now assume that (⌬ a , ⌬ s ) are zero at the boundary ‫ץ‬ ⍀, we can simplify Eq. (13) . Using the coordinate-independent vector identity
and the divergence theorem, we have
Then the resultant perturbation equation obtained with a Taylor series expansion is
From relation (16) 
where
As shown in Appendix B, under suitable regularity conditions for parameter space X and measurement space Y, Eq. (17) is in fact the Fréchet differential with respect to ( a , s ).
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRÉ CHET DERIVATIVE
Whereas the Fréchet derivative in Eq. (17) is the correct form, it has some drawbacks that restrict its use. First, for numerical implementation of the Fréchet derivative we need to approximate the gradients of the Green's function and the flux, i.e., ٌg(•;•) and ٌ (•) in Eqs. (18) . However, the gradient operation is sensitive to noise as well as to discretization errors. Second, the gradient operation for g(•, •) and (•, •) makes the Fréchet derivative more severely ill conditioned for near-field imaging problems such as optical diffusion imaging close to the sources. To understand this singularity problem clearly, consider the analytical problem in an unbounded homogeneous three-dimensional domain. For a point source at r s , the flux at r can be represented as
where k ϭ ͓k 2 ( a b , s b )͔ 1/2 can be computed from Eqs. (6). Then we have
For reconstruction of the unknown parameters at r near the source point r s the singularity in Eq. (20) causes an extreme weighting of the parameters near the source point in the reconstruction, resulting in severe insensitivity deep inside the domain. The singularity issue that is due to ٌg(•, •) and ٌ (•, •) has been investigated by Arridge and Schweiger. 19 In an analysis of photon-measurement density functions, they observed an extremum in the Fréchet derivative close to the source and detector locations that is more pronounced when it is based on ٌg(•, •) and ٌ (•, •) than when it is based on g(•, •) and (•) only. Difficulties with a lack of sensitivity deep within the unknown domain as a result of the dominance of the Green's function singularity near the source and the receiver have also been noticed in other imaging applications. In resistivity profile measurements, reconstruction was limited to a region significantly removed from sources and detectors. 20 However, degradations of the reconstruction were still noticeable in the case of two resistive inhomogeneities separated in the radial direction, unless the object farther away from the source was larger in strength. In an attempt to deal with this problem, Arikan 21 proposed a change of variable for the radial coordinate, which results in a weighting to the unknown parameter space (column weighting). A drawback of this approach is that the derivation of the radial coordinate transform is ad hoc, without any systematic guidelines. Furthermore, the column weighting changes the Fréchet derivative operator, making it nonoptimal with respect to the physical parameters.
Some investigators in optical imaging have tried to attack the singularity problem (insensitivity) by reconstructing the parameters only inside a region of interest that is far from the sources and receivers. In this case, the effect of the higher-order singularity in Eq. (20) is reduced. However, in a practical situation it is unrealistic to define a region of interest that is far from the source and receiver locations. Furthermore, defining a region of interest requires prior knowledge of the unknown parameter distribution, which is usually not possible.
In this paper, to ameliorate the conditioning problem caused by ٌg(•, •) and ٌ (•, •) in Eqs. (18) we derive an approximation to the Fréchet derivative that does not require ٌg(•, •) and ٌ (•, •). The reconstruction results presented in Section 7 below show that the effects of the approximation are small. Applying the vector identity in Eq. (14) to the divergence term in Eq. (13) 
Inasmuch as ٌЈ
The Here we do not restrict ourselves by these conditions but rather justify this approximation through empirical numerical data presented in Section 7. It is possible that this approximation slows the convergence at early iteration steps because it is likely that the assumption of small ⌬ s is poorer farther from the solution, but nearer the solution we expect that the approximation F s
small. Note that the approximation used here is different from dropping the term ٌD • ٌ by assuming that ٌD is negligible.
RELATIONSHIP TO THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACH
Consider the linear integral equation with the approximate Fréchet derivative from Eqs. (23):
Note the similarity between Eq. (7) 
Comparing Eqs. (26) (r)͔ shows that we can write
where ⌬ a org and ⌬ s org denote the original update by Eqs.
(10) and the weighting function is defined as
In the case of a successive change to the background parameters ( a b , s b ) at each iteration (DBIM), relations (27) give a search direction with an adaptive weighting that is updated at each iteration. The performance gain through such an adaptive weighting in optical diffusion imaging was previously confirmed empirically by simulations described as a weighted DBIM. 22 A further performance gain comes from computation of the Green's function and flux inside the Fréchet derivative. In the new algorithm the Green's function g(•;•) and flux (•) in Eq. (24) come from Eq. (4) without any approximation, whereas those of Eq. (7) come from the approximate PDE, Eq. (5).
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate the significance of using the approximate Fréchet derivative given in Eqs. (18) we use the same optimization technique for both our new approach and the conventional iteration with the Born approximation, i.e., based on Eq. (7). In the conventional approach with the Born approximation a two-step optimization is used. 7 First, the object function (⌬k 2 ) in Eq. (7) is recovered by use of the trust region constraint and then ⌬ a and ⌬ s are calculated from Eqs. (10) . In this paper we use a similar two-step procedure in which O(rЈ) is reconstructed from Eq. (24) ⌬ s (rЈ). The optical flux at one mesh spacing inside the outer boundary can be used as data (see Appendix A). The computational complexity involved in the optimization can be reduced by use of the symmetry of the Green's function. Note that at each iteration we need to update the Green's function from the previous estimate of ( a b , s b ). The time-consuming part of the computation lies in computing the Green's function g(r, rЈ; a b , s b ), because we need to place a source at rЈ and compute the flux at r, which requires as many forward solutions as the number of grid points used in a numerical solution. However, the reciprocity theorem 11 tells us that g(r, rЈ; a b , s b ) ϭ g(rЈ, r; a b , s b ). Hence we can place a source at each receiver point, thereby requiring only a number of forward solutions that corresponds to the number of receiver points, which is usually smaller than the number of grid points. From an operator point of view, the reciprocity theorem always holds for the diffusion imaging problem, because the diffusion operator L ϭ ٌ
is symmetric under the zero-flux boundary condition. 23 Note that the reciprocity used here is slightly different from that described elsewhere, 19 as we use the flux rather than the photon current.
We can further reduce the computational complexity in computing the regularized inverse needed in Eq. (3) by noting that (29) where x k is the discretized value of O(r) at the kth iteration. The proof of Eq. (29) in discrete form can be achieved by use of the matrix inversion lemma. 24 [We can also show Eq. (29) in infinite Hilbert space, using singular-value decomposition of the continuous operator. 17 ] After discretization, the number of rows (number of source-detector pairs) in the discrete representation of the F k Ј(x k ) operator is usually smaller than the number of the columns that is equal to the number of mesh points. Hence the computational time for inverting the matrices is reduced by use of the right-hand side of Eq. (29) .
We found that we could stabilize the reconstruction by reducing the dynamic range of the data by normalizing by the square root of its magnitude. The normalized data (optical flux ) are denoted ỹ ␦ ϭ y ␦ ͉y ␦ ͉ Ϫ1/2 . The calculated flux and the Fréchet derivative are similarly normalized. This normalization is used in the examples presented in Section 7. Normalization has been used in optical imaging, 15 and square-root normalization has been used in emission tomography. 25 To determine the control parameter ␣ in Eq. (3) we employ an adaptive technique 26 :
where N is the order of the discretization.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To assess the performance of the algorithm described above compared with that of the conventional DBIM approach, we perform numerical simulations with both approaches. The optical modulation frequency ( / 2) used is 200 MHz. The absorption and scattering coefficients in the entire region, ⍀, including the background and all inhomogeneities, are considered unknowns. A total of 12 sources and 12 detectors are located uniformly over the boundary of an 8 cm ϫ 8 cm domain, as shown in Fig. 2 . The region ⍀ is discretized on a 33 ϫ 33 mesh. We calculate all synthetic data ( on ‫ץ‬ ⍀) by solving the full diffusion equation [Eq. (4)], using a multigrid finitedifference solver (MUDPACK; Ref. 27 ). This procedure ensures that the synthetic data used are accurate. 13 For our new inversion algorithm described above, the flux is calculated at each iteration with the full diffusion equation (4). For the DBIM the flux at each iteration is calculated with approximation (5), as in current implementations. 7 The algorithms were started with homogeneous a and s equal to the background values (except for the example shown in Fig. 7 below, which illustrates the influence of the starting images).
To illustrate the effect of noise on the stability of the algorithms, we add random noise with a complex Gaussian distribution to the measured flux data. The signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as SNR ϭ 10 log where P S denotes the signal power and P N is the noise power. The signal to noise ratio used in all the simulations described here is 10 dB. To compare the overall accuracy of the reconstructions, we introduce the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of the reconstructed profile as a function of the iterative step, defined as
where k denotes the reconstructed value of the absorption or the scattering coefficient at the kth iteration and is the actual value.
Referring to relation (28), we expect the performance gain of the new algorithm to come mainly from the weighting that is due to variations in the scattering coefficient. The first example consists of a homogeneous scattering coefficient s ϭ 10.0 cm Ϫ1 and a single centrally located absorption ( a ) inhomogeneity, as shown in Fig. 4 . Inasmuch as the scattering coefficient is constant, the weighting of relation (28) is negligible and the reconstructions with both algorithms are comparable (Fig. 3) . The CPU time for both algorithms on a Sun Ultra Sparc 30 workstation is 37 s. The second example consists of a homogeneous absorption coefficient a ϭ 0.02 cm Ϫ1 and a single centrally located scattering inhomogeneity with s , as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) . In this case the new algorithm substantially outperforms the conventional approach. This fact is shown by the much more accurate amplitude of the peak in the scattering coefficient and the lower level of artifacts in the absorption coefficient (Fig. 5 ) and the better convergence of the absorption and scattering coefficients to their true values (Fig. 6) . Note in particular a ghost image in the reconstructed absorption coefficient that corresponds to a peak in the scattering coefficient for the DBIM. This ghost image is significantly suppressed by the new algorithm.
To investigate the effect of using different starting images we reconstructed the distribution shown in Fig. 5 starting with background values with errors of 10% in each of a and s . The results are shown in Fig. 7 . Starting with an erroneous value of a has little effect on the reconstruction, whereas the effect of the starting value of s is more significant. This illustrates a fundamental limitation of this kind of technique, from which the conventional DBIM also suffers.
More-complicated distributions of absorption and scattering coefficients are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, together with reconstruction by the DBIM and by our new algorithm. These examples show the ability of the new algorithm to reconstruct more-complex images. In contrast, the DBIM produces quite erroneous images and, in particular, suffers from quite strong ghost images in the absorption coefficient, as described above.
CONCLUSIONS
The Fréchet derivative for an approximation to the diffusion equation and with respect to the equivalent wave number, on which current reconstruction algorithms are based, results in slow convergence in optical diffusion imaging for the constitutive parameters a and s . We have derived the exact Fréchet derivative with respect to a and s for this problem. To implement the Fréchet derivative in a standard optimization procedure it was necessary to approximate the Fréchet derivative because, in particular, obtaining the exact Fréchet derivative presents several difficulties owing to the gradient of the Green's function and flux. This approximate Fréchet derivative is implemented in an inversion algorithm. Numerical results show that the new algorithm gives performance that is superior to that of current methods, resulting in faster convergence and better-quality images. This improvement comes with no additional computational overhead.
We note that an alternative approach would be to determine the a and s directly, using the gradient based on the Fréchet derivative without first calculating O(r). This approach may have some advantages by permitting control of the a and s individually but would require more investigation of balancing the regularization between the two parameters.
APPENDIX A: BOUNDARY CONDITION
The classic boundary conditions for Eq. (4) 4,29 The goal of conditions (i) and (ii) is creation of an absorbing boundary condition; i.e., all incident light from within the scattering medium that impinges upon the boundary with free space is lost to free space. By applying condition (i) on an extended boundary one can achieve the equivalent of condition (ii), as shown in Fig.  1 . 28 We have shown that the J Ϫ ϭ 0 boundary condition is quite good when simulated and measured data are compared, 4 and we use this boundary condition here. As shown in Fig. 1 , the absorbing boundary condition on ‫ץ‬ ⍀ d can be approximated by a zero-flux boundary condition on a extrapolated boundary ‫ץ‬ ⍀, whose location can be determined by transport theory. 28 We use ϭ 0 on ‫ץ‬ ⍀ in this paper, which implies that the diffusion constant D is known and constant in the neighborhood of ‫ץ‬ ⍀ d . When optical measurements are made, the signal detected by a photodetector is proportional to J ϩ • a z ϭ ‫ץ(‬ ⍀)/(3 ϫ 0.7104) (refer to Fig. 1) , and we therefore use as data for the simulations described in this paper.
APPENDIX B: FRÉ CHET DERIVATIVE
Most current inversion algorithms for the optical imaging problem are based on an affine approximation of the nonlinear operator obtained by deriving a perturbation equation. Here the perturbation equations are represented by use of the Jacobian, which is computed from the partial derivative of the nonlinear operator with respect to the unknown parameters. 3, 19 However, the Jacobian is the Fréchet derivative only if the operator is shown to be differentiable. This point was not addressed previously, and we prove Fréchet differentiability in this appendix.
To show Fréchet differentiability of the nonlinear operator we must prove two facts: first, the residual term for an affine approximation of the nonlinear operator is 
Then FЈ is the Fréchet derivative of F at x and FЈh is the Fréchet differential at x. To establish that FЈ is bounded for the general inhomogeneous problem, we consider appropriate Banach spaces X for the parameters a and s , and Y for solution . We choose the rather unrestricted space X ϭ ͕x L ϱ (⍀): inf ⍀ x у m Ͼ 0͖ for a small positive number m (i.e., the absorption and scattering coefficients must be positive). The corresponding solution space Y is obtained from lemma B2 below. Furthermore, we assume that the photon current Dٌ satisfies the 
where the integrand is in the Lebesgue sense.
Proof. The proof follows the standard weak theory for partial differential equations. Equation (B15) together with lemma B3 shows that FЈ is bounded and satisfies Eq. (B2), which gives the required result. ᮀ K. Webb can be reached at the address on the title page, by telephone at 765-494-3373, or by e-mail at webb@ecn.purdue.edu.
